ABSTRACT

We demonstrate a new approach to implementing automated coverage metrics including line, toggle, and finite state machine coverage. Each metric is implemented through a compiler pass with a report generator. They are decoupled from the backend simulation, emulation, or formal verification tool through a simple API designed around a single new cover primitive. Our prototype for the Chisel hardware construction language demonstrates support across three software simulators, the FPGA-accelerated FireSim simulator and a formal tool. We demonstrate collecting line coverage while booting Linux with FireSim at a target frequency of 65 MHz. By construction, coverage can be trivially merged across backends.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic verification is the major workhorse for pre-silicon verification of digital circuit designs. As soon as the register transfer level (RTL) description of a circuit is written, it can be simulated with one of many open-source or commercial simulators. In order to simulate the environment in which the circuit is supposed to operate, designers write testbenches either in their design language or in a variety of unit testing frameworks like fault [28], cocotb [10] or chiseltest [7, 16]. Besides testing individual modules, dynamic verification is also used for system-level or integration tests in which a complete System on Chip (SoC) is simulated. Since the execution speed of software simulators degrades with larger designs, emulation or FPGA-accelerated simulation platforms are often used [13].

Dynamic verification is most effective when it has exercised the full functionality of the design. Coverage metrics [20] are an approximation of the input stimuli’ effectiveness in exercising the targeted design. Verification engineers craft stimuli to hit an increasing number of coverpoints in the design and thus gain confidence in the thoroughness of their test suite.
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Figure 1: Traditionally, automated coverage collection is part of a monolithic simulator. Users are limited to the coverage metrics that the simulator authors have chosen to provide. We instead implement every coverage metric as a single instrumentation pass in the firrtl compiler and a simulator-independent report generator. Only support for our proposed cover primitive needs to be added to a new simulator to take advantage of all our coverage metrics.
There are several issues with the status quo of coverage instrumentation and collection that we aim to address:

1. Most open-source or innovative research simulators lack support for collecting and reporting automated coverage metrics [6, 13, 18, 25].
2. For tools that do support these metrics, their custom implementation makes merging coverage across various software or FPGA-accelerated simulators and formal tools difficult.
3. New hardware languages generally lack support for source-level coverage metrics. While we can get coverage metrics for the generated Verilog, there is no automated way to map the coverage results back to the original Chisel code.

In this paper, we present a new approach that relies on a compiler to lower common automated coverage metrics to a single cover primitive that can be easily implemented for a wide range of different simulators. Each metric is implemented as a compiler pass that generates only cover primitives in addition to synthesizable constructs which are already supported by all simulators. It also collects metadata that allows a report generator to map the coverage counts back to the high-level information, such as which lines were covered. The simulator implements the cover primitive as a counter which is incremented every time the input signal is true at a clock event and reports back the counts at the end of the simulation. A simulator-independent report generator then consumes the metadata from the compiler pass as well as the cover counts from the simulator and thus creates a user-readable report. Since the coverage counts reported by simulators are all in the same format, we can trivially merge results from different simulators before extracting the high-level coverage reports. Figure 1 provides an overview of our system.

We implemented our approach for the Chisel hardware construction language and the FIRRTL compiler [5, 12]. Over a short period of time, we were able to implement line, toggle, and finite state machine coverage, thus exceeding the number of automated coverage metrics offered by any open-source RTL simulator today. For the coverage metrics that are natively supported by the open-source Verilator simulator, we found no slowdown for our simulator-independent solution. While the implementation of new coverage metrics can be challenging we found that adding support for new simulators was fairly simple. Besides Verilator, we also provide support for a FIRRTL simulator called treadle, for the ESSENT simulator [6], the FPGA-accelerated FireSim simulator [13] as well as a formal tool for trace generation.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Coverage

Tests of RTL designs generally involve test stimuli that exercise the design as well as checks that catch when the design is behaving incorrectly, e.g., assertions or comparison of outputs to a golden model. In order to measure whether the inputs cover all interesting behaviors of the design, various coverage metrics have been proposed [20].

Simple structural or code coverage is based on the idea that if the designer writes a statement in the RTL language it has to serve a purpose and thus should be executed at least once. Toggle coverage follows a similar thought pattern: If a wire in the circuit is always stuck at one or zero, then either it should not be there or the design has not been thoroughly tested.

In order to gain insight into more high-level design functionality engineers often manually annotate functional coverage that describes the different scenarios that a circuit was designed for, e.g., one wants to see a processor pipeline resolve a read-after-write hazard. While most functional coverpoints are user-defined, some can also be automatically generated through knowledge of the design patterns that RTL engineers use. The prime example of this is the finite state machine (FSM) coverage for which a simulator extracts all states and possible transitions and counts how often each is covered.

2.2 Hardware Construction Languages

With ever-increasing SoC complexity, many designers aim to write RTL generators that can be extensively parameterized and therefore reused. A prime example of this is the RocketChip SoC generator which essentially takes in a list of devices to instantiate (e.g. cores, peripherals, accelerators) and automatically creates device and interconnect RTL [4].

Hardware construction languages (HCLs) implement the generator concept in a general-purpose programming language such as Scala [5] or Python [27, 29]. They provide RTL primitives as a library of objects and allow the designer to write Scala or Python programs that connect the RTL constructs into a final design.

The main contrast to previous approaches of generating, e.g., Verilog from a Perl script is that the RTL constructs are not just strings, but native objects in the host language, leading to better type safety and maintainability. Many HCLs are designed to make non-parameterized circuits look as if they were written in a regular hardware description language. Chisel, for example, provides a when branch construct and assignment operators that work similarly to non-blocking assignments in Verilog.

2.3 RTL Intermediate Representations

Many of the new hardware construction languages define an intermediate representation (IR) that is used to lower higher-level language constructs to structural Verilog [12, 27, 29]. Besides translating the custom constructs to a small subset of structural Verilog that is compatible with commercial and open-source backend tools, the compiler infrastructure can also be used to add additional features to the circuit.

In this paper, we write FIRRTL compiler passes to instrument the IR with automated coverage metrics. There has been recent work on new open-source compilers and intermediate representations for high-level synthesis [19, 22, 24], as well as for established industry languages like Verilog [23, 31], and the circt project which tries to be a unifying compiler framework for hardware construction [8]. Most of these compilers also emit structural Verilog which can then be simulated. Our approach to automated coverage and the simulator interface we propose is also applicable to these new languages and frameworks.

2.4 Lowering to Structural Verilog

Traditional HDLs like VHDL and Verilog include synthesizable constructs, which can be mapped to hardware and non-synthesizable
constructs that are mostly used for testing. While all of these features can be very convenient for testing circuits, they come with high implementation complexity. So far there is not a single open-source simulator for SystemVerilog that is fully standard compliant.

Most new hardware construction languages thus try to emit much simpler, structural Verilog that can be understood by a wide range of tools. More complex features are instead integrated into the frontend language and lowered by the compiler into simpler Verilog features that result in the same behavior. The common subset that is generally well supported by a wide range of tools is the synthesizable subset of the Verilog standard [1].

### 2.5 Automated Coverage on the Structural Verilog

Since new hardware construction and high-level synthesis (HLS) languages generate structural Verilog in order to target existing backend tools, one may think that the easiest way to get automated coverage would be to just use the coverage collection flags that are already built into the existing Verilog simulators. However, automated coverage generally relies on patterns in the code that are written by the designer.

For example, if we create a mux with a branch statement (if in Verilog, when in Chisel), the condition will be taken into account when calculating line or branch coverage. However, if we create a mux through a conditional assignment or through an explicit exclusive-or gate it does not show up in the line coverage report. Figure 3 shows an example where a branch in Chisel gets lowered into a conditional assignment by the FIRRRTL compiler in order to simplify the structural Verilog generation. This is perfectly valid, as it preserves the semantics of the original Chisel code, however, it means that achieving 100% line coverage on the generated Verilog may not always result in complete line coverage for the original code written by the designer.

Another example is finite state machine (FSM) coverage: While the pattern, which designers use for FSMs, is clear in the original Chisel, it is not recognized by Verilog simulators that only have access to the generated structural Verilog.

3. **SIMULATOR INDEPENDENT COVERAGE INTERFACE**

A typical Chisel testing flow can involve different simulators, depending on the desired start-up speed, throughput, and debugging features. In order to support coverage on all of them, we developed a simple interface that takes advantage of existing coverage features in Verilog simulators and can easily be implemented for the five very different verification tools that we worked with.

All our simulators support simulating any synchronous RTL circuit that can be generated from Chisel. The one IR primitive we add is a cover statement which samples a signal on the rising edge of a clock and increments a counter if and only if the covered signal is true. Each cover statement also carries a name that uniquely identifies it inside the module that it is declared in. This way simulators can report coverage results as a simple map from the name of the cover statement (including its path in the module instance hierarchy) to a non-negative integer that represents the count. Different simulators may use counters with different bit-widths as long as the count is saturating. This allows important optimizations in FPGA-accelerated simulators. We implemented support for the cover statement in five different backends.

3.1 **Treadle**

Treadle [18] is a Java Virtual Machine based simulator for circuits represented in the FIRRTL IR. While it does not achieve the simulation speeds possible with a compilation-based approach, it features quick spin-up times and integrates well into the Scala-based Chisel ecosystem, and is thus the preferred simulator for shorter simulation runs and smaller- to medium-sized designs. Adding support for the cover statement took less than one work week and around 200 lines of Scala code. Treadle had existing support for a stop statement which also samples a condition at a positive edge. This code was easy to adapt for the cover statement – we just needed to increment a counter when the condition is true instead of stopping the simulation. At the end of the simulation run, all counts are transferred into a map from a cover point name to a count.

3.2 **Verilator**

Verilator [25] is a popular open-source Verilog simulator. It analyzes and optimizes the input Verilog and generates C++ source code for a simulation which is then compiled to a binary with a standard C++ compiler. This approach generally leads to higher simulation speeds, but it does increase the time spent building the simulation, which is why it lends itself to longer simulation runs where the startup cost can be amortized.

---

1. The results of a SystemVerilog compliance test for many open-source tools can be found at [https://symlibflow.github.io/sv-tests-results](https://symlibflow.github.io/sv-tests-results)
2. In Verilog, changing a branch into a conditional assignment changes the semantics of the code due to X-propagation. In Chisel, there is no X-propagation, and thus the semantics are preserved.

---

**Figure 2:** After lowering the cover statement to structural RTL, it can be emitted to SystemVerilog as an immediate or concurrent assertion.

**Figure 3:** In this example, the translation to structural Verilog replaces a branch with a conditional assignment. Therefore, 100% line coverage on the generated Verilog does not necessarily imply complete line coverage of the Chisel source.
In order to simulate a Chisel design, it needs to be compiled into structural Verilog which will then be turned into a simulation by Verilator. Our cover statement can be mapped to a concurrent or an immediate assertion in the Verilog generated by the FIRRTL compiler as shown in Figure 2. By default, we generate immediate cover statements [2] as those are the only form supported by the open-source Yosys [31] synthesis tool covered in Section 3.4.

This way we make use of the built-in support for user-defined coverage in Verilator. We do not re-use any of the Verilog line or toggle coverage provided by Verilator. At the end of the simulation run, Verilator generates a coverage data file that contains the counts associated with each SystemVerilog cover statement. We also implemented a converter that parses the custom coverage format used by Verilator and re-associates the counts with the cover statements in the FIRRTL source. Our interface code thus generates the exact same map from cover statement names to counts as provided by our native implementation for Treadle.

3.3 FireSim

FireSim [13] is an open-source, cycle-accurate FPGA-accelerated RTL simulator, which at its core, uses a custom compiler based on FIRRTL [17] to decouple the clock of the simulated RTL from the FPGA clock. This allows for deterministic, cycle-accurate composition with software simulations of components like network switches, as well as FPGA-optimized multi-cycle simulation models, e.g., of multi-ported register files or DRAM models with realistic access latencies.

While FireSim’s compiler supports some conventionally non-synthesizable debug primitives, like assertions and prints, it currently has no means to implement cover statements, which cannot directly be mapped onto an FPGA. We added a new compiler pass to FireSim which replaces each cover statement with a saturating counter that is then connected to a per-clock-domain scan chain (Figure 4). The bit-width of the counter is a parameter set by the user in order to trade off FPGA resources and cover count accuracy. The pass also generates a list with the names of all cover statements in the order in which they are connected throughout the scan chain. The scan chain is controlled by an FPGA-hosted simulation module and C++ driver program which can pause the simulation, freezing all coverage counts, and then clock out all coverage counts. Using the metadata generated by the newly added coverage scan-chain insertion pass for FireSim, we can then map the counts to the cover statement names. We thus get the exact same coverage information from the FPGA-accelerated simulation as provided by the software simulators Treadle and Verilator.

3.4 Formal Verification with SymbiYosys

The most common use of formal verification tools is to verify assertions. The tool will either find a series of inputs that lead to an assertion violation or come up with a proof that the assertion can never be violated. In addition to that, the open-source SymbiYosys tool (like many commercial tools) also supports coverage trace generation [30]. Given a design annotated with cover points, it will try to find sequences of inputs that will lead to each of the cover points. Since we already emit our cover primitive as a standard immediate assertion for the Verilator simulator, the same generated Verilog can be used by SymbiYosys to automatically find inputs that will maximize any of our automated coverage metrics.

3.5 ESSENT

ESSENT is a high-performance simulator prototype [6] with little debugging support. In order to gain a sense of how hard it would be to add support for a fifth tool, after the basic idea had been validated with the other four backends, we recorded the time spent. Overall, it took us around 5 hours and 60 lines of code to add support for our cover primitive and thus allow ESSENT users to make use of all our coverage metrics.

4 COVERAGE INSTRUMENTATION AND REPORT GENERATORS

In this section, we describe how we implemented a number of automated coverage metrics. Our methodology relies on the assumption that most automated coverage metrics can be implemented using the cover statement introduced in Section 3. To demonstrate this, we implemented line coverage, toggle coverage, and FSM coverage as well as a custom Ready/Valid coverage metric. Each metric is implemented as an instrumentation pass that analyzes the circuit represented in the FIRRTL IR, adds cover statements and emits metadata as well as a report generator that consumes the simulator output and turns it into a high-level coverage report. To provide a sense of implementation complexity, Table 1 contains an overview of all coverage metrics implemented for this paper, along with the number of lines of Scala code for the associated instrumentation and report generator. All our report generators are bare-bones and generate simple ASCII reports only. There are many potential improvements that could be made in order to generate interactive HTML reports, or similar, which would significantly increase the amount of code in the report generators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage Metric</th>
<th>LoC Instrum.</th>
<th>LoC Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Library</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Coverage</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle Coverage</td>
<td>279 (+131)</td>
<td>51+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM Coverage</td>
<td>144 (+228)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready/Valid Coverage</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Branch and Line Coverage

Branch coverage counts how often a branch is taken in the HDL or HCL source code. From this information line and statement coverage can be derived by counting the number of lines or statements that are executed when a particular branch is taken. In order to implement a branch coverage instrumentation pass we rely on the fact that the FIRRTL compiler automatically turns the dominating branch condition of a statement into an enable signal for the statement. This is done during lowering to structural RTL as shown in Figure 2. Thus we place our instrumentation pass before that lowering happens and just add a cover statement right after every branch. This is shown in Figure 5.

In order to turn the branch coverage information into actual line coverage, additional information is needed. We scan all statements that are directly inside a given branch and extract their line numbers and source file information. Thus we build up a map from a cover point to the lines that are covered by it. After the simulation finishes, the map is used by our report generator to turn coverage counts from the simulator into a textual report that annotates the Scala source file with counts of how often each line was executed.

4.2 Toggle Coverage

We implemented our toggle coverage as a compiler pass that runs on the structural RTL after optimizations such as constant propagation and dead code elimination have been performed. We distinguish between I/O signals, registers, memories, and wires and allow the user to choose which category they want to instrument. For every selected signal, we add a register in order to record its value in the previous clock cycle. A xor gate allows us to detect whether a bit in the signal changed. Counting rising and falling edges, i.e., toggles from zero to one or one to zero, separately would be a simple extension that would use two instead of one cover statement per bit. We also add a register that is zero in the first cycle of the simulation and one after in order to disable all toggle cover statements during the first cycle when the previous value has not been updated yet.

We implemented a global alias analysis which analyzes the design hierarchy and reports groups of signals that are guaranteed to always carry the same value. For example, in Figure 6 the “signal” wire in the top module always carries the same value as the “in” ports of the two child modules. The alias information is used by our toggle coverage pass to only instrument a single signal from each alias group. An important example is the global reset signal, which only gets instrumented once in the top-level module instead of once in every module in the hierarchy. The global alias analysis pass is necessary to make toggle coverage perform well.
4.3 Finite State Machine Coverage

Finite State Machines (FSMs) are commonly used to implement the controls for RTL modules. In modern Chisel, designers generally create a ChiselEnum that contains all the states and a state register of their custom enum type. To implement our instrumentation pass, we take full advantage of the annotation system which allows Chisel libraries, like the ChiselEnum library, to annotate circuit elements in Scala. We use the annotation to find registers that contain values from a ChiselEnum. The annotation also tells us all legal states that were defined as part of the enum. Figure 7 shows an example where the enum S contains the three possible values A, B, and C.

With this information, we analyze the next expression of the register. In our example, there are four cases that we need to analyze: One case when the system is in reset, and one case for each possible state. In each case, we apply constant propagation, replacing the reset and state symbols with their assignments. Thus we collect all possible next-state assignments and derive all possible transitions. In cases where – after simplification – we end up with an expression that is not a constant or a mux, we over-approximate, assuming all states are possible next states. Thus our analysis is conservative in that it will only over-report possible transitions and never miss any transitions. One example where our analysis fails is an FSM in RocketChip [4] where the next state signal goes through a submodule that is invisible to our (module scoped) analysis. After analyzing the possible transitions, we add cover points for every state and transition in a second step.

4.4 Ready/Valid Coverage

One of the most commonly used interfaces from the Chisel standard library is a DecoupledIO bundle. A data transfer happens during cycles in which the ready and valid wires are both asserted. We developed a custom coverage pass that analyzes the ports of all modules in the design and adds a cover statement for every decoupled interface it finds in order to count how often data is transferred. Thanks to all the code we had previously developed, we were able to implement and test this new coverage metric in around 3h. This shows how new metrics that may be specific to a design ecosystem can be easily added by using our simulator-independent approach. Traditionally RTL designers might have manually added cover statements as part of the functional coverage, however, our pass is more economical since it works across a wide range of designs using DecoupledIO without manual annotations.

5 EVALUATION

Prior sections already discussed how our approach allowed us to quickly implement four different coverage metrics for five different backends. In this section, we investigate the run time and/or area overhead of our simulator-independent coverage solution.
5.2 FireSim Coverage Overhead

We applied our line coverage instrumentation to two different SoC designs from the Chipyard framework [3]. The first includes four, in-order scalar Rocket [4] cores and the second uses a single out-of-order BOOM [33] core. This results in 8060 cover statements in the RocketChip design and 12059 cover statements for the BOOM SoC. We then ran our scan chain insertion pass and transformed the designs into a cycle-accurate FPGA-accelerated simulation with FireSim [13]. Both simulators target a Xilinx Ultrascale+ VU9P device, the FPGA supplied by Amazon EC2 F1 instances, and were compiled using Xilinx Vivado 2018.3.

Figure 9 shows the resource usage for different counter sizes and compares them to a baseline without any coverage instrumentation. We include numbers for up to 48 bit of resolution which would be sufficient to prevent counter-saturation in practically all applications. Wide coverage counters lead to significant increases in resource usage, but as long as we are only interested in finding lines that have never been covered, small counters offer minimal area overhead. Figure 10 illustrates the \( f_{\text{max}} \) scaling trends versus increasing counter widths. For counter widths up to 8 bit for the Rocket and 2 bit for the BOOM-based design, the overhead from our coverage support falls within the noise introduced by differing placements.

We used our instrumented SoCs with 16 bit coverage counters to boot Linux and obtain line coverage results. For the RocketChip design the simulation executed 3.3 B cycles in 50.4 s (65 MHz). Scanning out the 8060 cover counts at the end of the simulation took 12 ms. For the BOOM design the simulation executed 1.7 B cycles in 42.6 s (40 MHz). Scanning out the 12059 cover counts at the end of the simulation took 17 ms. In the future, we might be able to trade off simulation time and FPGA resource usage by using smaller counters that are sampled more frequently.

5.3 Coverage Merging and Removal

Adding full line coverage to a large SoC design can have a significant area impact if we want to obtain high-resolution coverage counts. Also, note that mapping a FireSim simulation to the FPGA can take multiple hours. We can take advantage of the fact that we use the same coverage instrumentation for both FPGA and software-based simulation to filter out coverage points already caught in software simulation.

After merging the coverage results from running a RISC-V test suite with Verilator, we were able to reduce the number of coverage counters by 42 % by excluding the ones that were covered at least 10 times by the tests. As shown in Figure 9, resource consumption is dominated by coverage hardware for wide counters, with LUT utilization increasing by 2.8× in the 32 bit case. Once redundant points are removed, this falls to 2.0×, a tremendous saving that could be further improved with a more comprehensive suite of initial tests.

5.4 Coverage as Fuzzing Feedback

We demonstrate how our approach to coverage can be useful – not only for human developers – but also as automated feedback in a fuzz testing setup. Mutational coverage-directed fuzz testing has recently been applied to RTL designs [11, 15, 26]. However, it is still unclear which feedback metric should be used to drive the input generation. In the past, it has been difficult to switch feedback metrics since they are tied to a particular simulator. However, with the cover statement-based approach suggested in this paper, any metric that we implemented an instrumentation pass for can be
used. To demonstrate, we created a simple fuzzing setup, connecting the AFL fuzzer [32] to a rfuzz-style harness [15] using the RTL Fuzz Lab infrastructure [9]. The coverage counts serve as direct feedback to AFL instead of going to a report generator. This way, we can mix and match various metrics easily. We implemented the mux toggle coverage metric from rfuzz in our framework and compared it to using our line coverage as feedback when fuzzing an I2C peripheral. Figure 11 shows cumulative line coverage for different feedback metrics.

5.5 Formal Trace Generation

As explained in Section 3.4 we can use our automated coverage instrumentation together with a formal tool to automatically generate traces that exercise our cover statements. We instrumented the open-source RISC-V Mini processor core and used bounded model checking to find cover points that cannot be reached in 40 cycles. RISC-V Mini was not a design that we were previously familiar with. Using formal trace generation with our line coverage instrumentation, we discovered that the RTL for the instruction and data caches are the same, but the instruction cache is read-only, and thus, the code blocks for write accesses are never exercised. When we used finite state machine coverage, we discovered a bug in our FSM analysis pass that resulted in an overestimate of transitions in the FSM. Formal verification revealed that these transitions could never be covered.

Thus by moving the coverage instrumentation out of the simulator and into the FIRRTL compiler we are able to expand it to new use cases, such as automated coverage generation with a simple formal tool. This allows designers to explore their design easily and can also be very convenient for finding bugs in coverage instrumentation passes.

6 LIMITATIONS

We show that the most common types of coverage can be represented using synthesizable constructs and a cover statement. However, while working on this project, we uncovered one limitation which we would like to share: In the special case where we have a large number of events that we know are mutually exclusive, i.e., only one of them can occur in any given cycle, the use of multiple cover statements is sub-optimal since we cannot exploit the fact that only one of the counters will need to be incremented each cycle. A good example is that we might like to count how often a signal’s value falls into certain cover bins. Implementing these cases efficiently requires a new cover-values primitive which counts how often a signal takes on each possible value. cover-values can be implemented in software by indexing into an array of counters or using a block RAM on the FPGA. This optimization becomes important when we want to cover a wide range of values, like in some fuzz testing applications [11]. Figure 12 demonstrates the exponential blowup when trying to use our cover statement and sketches efficient software and hardware implementations of cover-values inspired by prior work [11].

7 CONCLUSION

Modern hardware verification flows rely on a variety of different simulators, emulators, and formal verification tools. In this paper, we demonstrate how a compiler-centered approach that lowers automated coverage metrics to a single primitive allows for uniform coverage support across backends. Adding support to a new simulator can be done in as little as a single day of work and - by design - every coverage metric will be available from the start. We demonstrate coverage support for the Verilator and ESSENT simulators which are significantly faster than many commercial tools [25] as well as the FPGA accelerated FireSim simulator which simulates a four-core SoC at 65 MHz effective target frequency, while commercial emulators are generally known to be significantly slower.

Besides broad support for all coverage metrics, our technique enables features that would be difficult to support with a monolithic design where every coverage metric is hard-coded into the simulator: We are able to use a formal tool to generate coverage traces for all automatic metrics, including custom user-defined metrics like our ready/valid coverage. We can use coverage from a software simulation of a design to remove easily reachable cover points before instrumenting an FPGA-accelerated simulation with coverage counters. We are able to re-use any combination of our automated metrics to serve as feedback to a fuzzer for automated input generation.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
Our artifact includes the implementation of our coverage passes and report generators, our modifications to FireSim as well as a simple circuit fuzzer. Most results from our paper can be reproduced on a standard x86 Linux computer, however, for the FireSim performance and area/frequency results, a more complicated setup on AWS cloud FPGAs is necessary.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
- **Run-time environment**: Linux, AWS FPGA Developer AMI
- **Hardware**: x86 Compute, AWS Cloud FPGAs
- **Experiments**: Verilator performance overhead, fuzzing, FireSim overhead
- **How much disk space required (approximately)**: 2GB (local), 200GB (on AWS)
- **How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)**: 1h (local), 1h (on AWS)
- **How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)**: 5h (local), 5h (on AWS)
- **Code licenses?**: 2-Clause BSD and Apache 2.0
- **Archived?**: Yes. On Github: https://github.com/ekiwi/simulator-independent-coverage

A.3 Description
A.3.1 How to access. We recommend cloning the github repository for the latest code:
https://github.com/ekiwi/simulator-independent-coverage
A.3.2 Software dependencies. Our artifact has been tested on recent Fedora 37 and Ubuntu 20.04 Linux. C++ build tools, bc, sbt, Java (e.g., OpenJDK), hyperfine, and python3 with the scipy and matplotlib libraries need to be installed.

A.4 Installation
Please follow the instructions in the Readme.md provided as part of the artifact.

A.5 Evaluation and expected results
The artifact contains scripts to reproduce the following:
- Benchmark statistics in Table 2 (local, 20min)
- Verilator overhead in Figure 8 (local, 2h)
- Fuzzing coverage overhead in Figure 11 (local, 2h)
- FireSim resource overhead in Figure 9 and 10 (AWS, 5h)
- Section 5.2 Linux boot times for RocketChip (AWS, 10min)

The Readme.md provided with the artifact contains detailed instructions on how to reproduce each item.

A.6 Experiment customization
New coverage passes can be added by extending the Scala SBT project in the coverage folder. The provided passes and report generators can serve as a starting point.

New circuits and testbenches to measure overhead on Verilator can be added by modifying the Makefile in the benchmarks folder and copying over the FIRRTL circuit and a C++ testbench.

A.7 Note
The support for the cover statement is part of upstream Treadle since v1.5.0: https://github.com/chipsalliance/treadle

The code to interface with Verilator and convert its custom coverage format into our standard map from cover statement name to count is part of upstream ChiselTest since v0.5.0: https://github.com/acub-bar/chiseltest

Our artifact depends on binary JARs of both Treadle and ChiselTest from the Maven package repository.

Experimental support for cover statements in ESSENT can be found on a public fork: https://github.com/ekiwi/essential/tree/coverage

A.8 Methodology
Submission, reviewing and badging methodology.
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